PhpStorm EAP 138.1751 Release Notes
PHP Formatter
WI-24394 (Feature)

Complete statement does nothing on `class X`

WI-9976 (Feature)

PHP Code Formatting, Wrapping and Braces / Chained Method Calls: when wrapping, position
semicolon on new line

WI-23187 (Usability
Problem)

Phpstorm 8 EAP doesn't remove space before object operator in PHP when reformating

WI-24441 (Bug)

PHPDoc generator always uses fully-qualified name for @throws

WI-23216 (Bug)

Reformat Code with '&' operator

WI-24440 (Bug)

PHPDoc generator for field always uses fully-qualified name

PHP Inspections
WI-22946 (Bug)

Suppress for statement inside PHPDoc that was invoked on variable lead to broken PHPDoc

WI-22945 (Bug)

Missing @throws tag: suppress for statement: annotation inserted in the wrong place

PHP Profiler
WI-23995 (Usability
Problem)

Change percentage precision when analyzing Xdebug profiler snapshots

PHP debug
WI-24304 (Feature)

Support Zend Server Z-ray

PHP lang
WI-5976 (Feature)

Complete Current Statement should add commas in multiline array()

WI-15297 (Bug)

Complete statement doesn't work for "switch" construction

PHP lib stubs
WI-22311 (Feature)

Add stubs for PHP 5.6

WI-10748 (Bug)

Memcache Stubs missing all PHPDOC metadata...

PHP templates
WI-24088 (Feature)

Blade: provide Structure View

WI-24405 (Usability
Problem)

Blade: provide shortcuts for addition/removing directives

WI-24404 (Usability
Problem)

Blade: remove closing parenthesis on removing opening

WI-24452 (Bug)

Blade: variable introduction doesn't work during typing

WI-24388 (Bug)

Blade: forelse missing

WI-24403 (Bug)

Blade: closing parenthesis do nothing if there is something inside derictive

WI-24454 (Exception)

Blade: exception is thrown on completion

Plugin: Command
line

WI-24389 (Bug)

Cannot add wp-cli command

Plugin: Deployment
_ FTP..
WI-24407 (Usability
Problem)

Move focus to previous element instead of removing it

No subsystem
IDEA-128540 (Bug)

Plugin installation error on stastup

IDEA-93335 (Bug)

Cannot update IDE on slow connection

IDEA-128320 (Bug)

Suggestion to update plugins is not shown during patch update

IDEA-128480 (Bug)

invalid wstorm command generated

IDEA-84858 (Bug)

Edit breakpoints popup: inspection tooltip for the condition is shown under the popup

IDEA-128606 (Bug)

Cannot copy text from startup error window

IDEA-128391 (Exception)

AE at org.jetbrains.builtInWebServer.DefaultWebServerRootsProvider.getRoot

IDEA-128742 (Exception)

NPE at com.intellij.psi.css.impl.util.CssDocumentationProvider.createNavigationElement

BDD
PY-13622 (Bug)

Behave: Rename step: not able to remove hyphen from the name.

Build tools
WEB-13001 (Bug)

Reload Gulp task list on tool window open if failed

WEB-12959 (Bug)

Grunt console: use red color for failed tests when running karma via grunt

CSS
WEB-12534 (Usability
Problem)

Code completion overriding emmet

Code Analysis.
Inspection
IDEA-128554 (Usability
Problem)

Inspect Code: Selected files does not work on directories

Debugger
IDEA-128527 (Usability
Problem)

Breakpoint config popup doesn't work in dumb mode

IDEA-128339 (Bug)

Tooltip makes variable items unclickable

IDEA-127918 (Bug)

Unnecessary quotes are added to variable value copied to clipboard in debugger

Editor. Editing Text
IDEA-127723 (Bug)

Intelligent backspace before continuation indent erases all white space

IDEA-128025 (Bug)

Expand selection in multiple carets through injections still failing

File Watchers
WEB-13067 (Cosmetics)

Info block in right-up edge scrolling with content while in split mode

Find, Replace, Find
Usages
IDEA-98783 (Feature)

Remember "Open in new tab" setting of "Find in Path" dialog

IDEA-128559 (Usability
Problem)

Find in files: context can't be disabled

IDEA-128266 (Bug)

Find In Path: context filters fail for repeated symbols in search pattern

IDEA-128494 (Bug)

Vertically resizing "Find in Path" dialog makes the dropdown extra-fat

HAML
RUBY-12007 (Bug)

haml: cant go to class declaration if node have 2+ classes

HTML
WEB-13079 (Usability
Problem)

HTML: Unwrap/Remove: highlight only outer tag itself

IDE Configuration
IDEA-28168 (Feature)

Add native DLL/so support to Libraries (global, project)

IDEA-127976 (Bug)

Restart of the IDE on EAP patch update is not performed

IDE.User Interface
DBE-61 (Bug)

Brown color cannot be set for a database.

JSP
IDEA-101170 (Feature)

Add support for Java Unified Expression Language 3.0

IDEA-117929 (Bug)

Braces in string confuses inline if in JSF/EL

IDEA-115227 (Bug)

No auto completion for non getter jsp expression language methods

IDEA-128582 (Bug)

jstl functions taglib alt+enter import

IDEA-128451 (Bug)

IDEA can't resolve namespace in EL

LESS
WEB-12406 (Bug)

LESS: error parsing selector names with variable interpolation and digits

Live Edit
WEB-6471 (Bug)

Intellij IDEA Live Edit Plugin doesn't update AngularJS directives on-the-fly

Node.js
WEB-13070 (Bug)

Terminal not allowing node commands despite Node interpreter being set to Node

Run | Debug
configuration
IDEA-128468 (Exception)

Exception on Run action if Gtk theme used

SASS
WEB-12323 (Bug)

Invalid error for nested @supports query in scss.

WEB-12526 (Bug)

Sass: "a term expected" error on empty list in a map

Structural Search
and Replace
IDEA-126616 (Bug)

Structural Search: throwable at com.intellij.structuralsearch.plugin.ui.SearchDialog$2.run

IDEA-128056 (Bug)

Structural Search: exception at incorrect serach template

IDEA-128110 (Bug)

Structural Search: NPE at
com.intellij.structuralsearch.impl.matcher.CompiledPattern.isRealTypedVar

User Interface
IDEA-128342 (Usability
Problem)

Tip of the Day window does not retain size

IDEA-88319 (Usability
Problem)

Tip of the Day should have focus after Idea startup

IDEA-127143 (Cosmetics)

Bad color scheme in tabs

IDEA-128517 (Bug)

dbus connection error - dbus_connection_unref()

IDEA-128340 (Bug)

Editor tab title: don't add "pom.xml" to pom.xml label

IDEA-125494 (Bug)

taskbar icon constantly flashes for no reason

IDEA-118777 (Exception)

NPE is thrown on attempt to close Debug Window that is deattached from panel

Version Control
IDEA-128770 (Bug)

Excluded Directories:on committing files from excluded root, don't perform code analysis for
them

IDEA-128484 (Bug)

Problem with log display

Version Control. Git
IDEA-87092 (Bug)

Git unstash don't show files that are going to be overwrtten.

IDEA-128259 (Bug)

Update Project via rebase doesn't show local changes would be overwritten

IDEA-128449 (Bug)

Branches view hidden if only one branch available

Version Control.
Mercurial
IDEA-128388 (Bug)

Show all affected files for directory does not works with mercurial

IDEA-126632 (Bug)

Mercurial push always shows 0 commits pushed when successfully pushed several.

Version Control.
Subversion
IDEA-101117 (Bug)

Subversion branches list doesn't persist in configuration files

IDEA-86883 (Bug)

Subversion: Tree Conflicts: when group by folder option is on, conflict dialog is not shown

IDEA-94845 (Bug)

Subversion: after shared project commit the top-level folders appear as locally deleted until
Refresh

IDEA-102641 (Bug)

Changes (editing file) are not shown after commit if opening from repository browser file that
was already opened before commit was made

IDEA-127369 (Bug)

The SVN conflict files are not found

